Review: Approaches to the Viral Extraction, Detection, and Identification of Hepatitis Viruses, HAV and HEV, in Foods.
Although the incidence rate of hepatitis A virus (HAV) infection has been on the decline in developed countries, in part due to immunization availability, high profile outbreaks continue to be reported. Hepatitis E virus has been recognized as an emerging pathogen in industrialized countries. While associated with waterborne illnesses, particularly in undeveloped countries, several animal species have been identified as reservoirs for the virus. Consequently, the potential of zoonotic transmission exists as a function of the consumption of infected animals. In this review we provide a comparative overview of these two virus species with regard to their known virus properties, discuss extraction methodologies, and describe some basic principles and methodology applied toward the isolation of these viruses (as particles or their isolated genomes) from food commodities. We also discuss the challenges that remain as experimental hurdles to extraction of such viruses from food. As HAV has been the most extensively studied with regard to virus detection in foods, it often serves as a model virus for current and future development of sample preparation methodology for foodborne virus detection. Lastly, we discuss the application and role of current and developing technologies in the post-extraction detection and identification of these viruses from foods.